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NEW "Shorty" style header. Fits Opel GT with 1900cc engine, and also fits Opel Manta, Ascona and Kadett models with 1900cc engine. Bolts on between your cylinder head and an original-style exhaust head pipe, which allows you to run with your original intake manifold (separate from the "heat stove" of original-style Opel exhaust manifolds). This helps engines idle and perform better when driving with today's ethanol-blend pump gas. Installs using our part #10009 and part #10012A mount gaskets (and our new #6048 and #10011 fitment bolts are also recommended). Will also fit 2.0 CIH cylinder heads, and can be adapted to fit with some after-market intake manifolds.
This beautiful wood steering wheel enhances your driving experience every time you get into the drivers seat!

Drive your Opel GT in the condition it was intended to with a new steering wheel that looks & feels better than the original 😊

This is a quick 15 minute DIY installation. Tech tip included!

“One Of Our All Time Favorites For The True Opel GT Experience”
This Signature Series part transforms your cars starting ability into a modern day car. All-New Lightweight, High Torque "Permanent Magnet" design. A recommended upgrade that helps with "hot re-start" issues (caused by ethanol in newer fuel blends) and freshly re-built engines (where compression is higher). This new (not rebuilt) starter does not require a core fee or core return. Fits 1.9L & 2.0-2.2-2.4 CIH Opel Engines
Koni Classic Reds

Product Description

Koni Reds (Classic Series): The Koni Classic Series makes modern damper technology available for older vehicles, giving better, sharper handling, more drivability & higher safety levels. The dampers are built with the same superior qualities as other Koni dampers, including long life and adjustability and come finished in Koni red with the famous Koni wing logo.

Features:
- Broad applications, including older cars
- Rebound adjustable off-the-vehicle
- Black or red with “wing” logo
- Lifetime Warranty
Koni Yellows

Product Description

Let your suspension live up to its full, tire-squealing potential with new KONI Sport Yellow Shocks. Fully-adjustable, your KONI Sport Yellows are designed to give your ride precision handling with a practical amount of comfort. Not to mention, a clean, bright yellow look that’s guaranteed to turn heads.

Created for sport-tuned driving, KONI custom builds Sport Yellow shocks with high-performance damping and valving specific. User-friendly KONI Sport Shocks are easily adjusted for maximizing performance on-the-go.

KONI Sport Yellow Shocks are the ultimate upgrade to your stock suspension system – allowing you to take twists and turns faster and tighter with extreme control.
“Simply the best carpet and floor mats we have ever offered in the past 32 years at the best price. A win / win choice!”

Our new production carpet set will make a dramatic improvement in the appearance of your Opel GT's interior. Using the finest "loop" material we've ever offered! This set includes every piece of carpet in a 1968-1973 Opel GT. As a bonus, we also include all new mounting grommets for a factory carpet look! Choose from authentic color matched Black, Red or Tan. Installation is easy, using our tech notes and #1016 glue spray. If you have a 1968-69 ask us to include the center console carpet at no additional charge!

High quality Loop carpet floor mats with our signature high grip backing that locks the floor mats firmly into the carpet below. The upper section of the driver side floor mat is notched behind the gas pedal to allow for full throttle travel. Made of matching factory style loop carpet with vinyl edging and Drivers side heal pad. Choose between authentic Black, Red or Tan colors. Sold as a pair!
FUEL
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Signature Series Parts
New heavy-duty aluminum radiator for the Opel GT. Recommended for Summer driving and for performance-built Opel GTs. Installs in original location, and outperforms original-style radiators. Features a convenient drain plug! Note: Designed for manual transmission Opel GT's (automatic transmissions may require an external fluid cooler). Requires a 70% coolant/water mix for operation.
We chose this part to be in our Signature Series because it addresses the common problem of a cracked dash with the GT. The GT’s interior was created by extremely talented designers and this Form-fitted ABS plastic dash cap returns the dash back to the factory beauty. It covers the top and front of the dash pad. Excellent for hiding cracks. Installs in minutes!
New Dual Piston Brake Calipers. Right and left side. A popular upgrade for braking performance and safety (compared to decades-old original brake parts). Dual bleeder valve design allows these calipers to fit all GT, Kadett B, Manta A and Ascona A.

*Bonus: all calipers come with the pins, shims, and hardware.

“Stopping Power For Your Opel Passion”
All-new, features higher-quality "closed impeller" design for superior fluid flow, which helps your Opel run cooler. Fits original 1.9L Opels, and is particularly recommended for upgraded or performance-built 2.0, 2.2 and 2.4L engines.

*Note: Because keeping our classic Opel's cool is extremely important ... we view this more effective water pump as one of our “Signature Parts”. 
* Note from an OGTS Team member: If you want your classic Opel GT to brake like an early 1980's Porsche 911SC ... then this combo 22mm Master Cylinder and 9” Brake Booster are the upgrades to make that happen!

Opel GT Source exclusive brand new larger power brake booster. Gives your GT a modern brake pedal response. Booster incorporates the one way check valve in the vacuum inlet nipple. Note: We recommend a new booster hose PN# 4041. 4013-22 GT 22mm Master Cylinder Included.

This bigger bore Master Cylinder Fits all GT, and early Manta/1900 originally equipped with an ATE master cylinder. NOTE: Will not fit in Opel GT's equipped with factory Air Conditioning. The AC condenser interferes with the bigger booster installation. No Core required!
OGTS sway bars are the most cost effective way to make a dynamic positive impact in our Opel GT’s handling performance.

Combine Front & Rear sway bars on your Opel GT to greatly reduce body-roll and fine tune the front-to-rear balance of your vehicles handling.
Our new Opel GT factory reproduction clock supports those who want the factory look and design while replacing the internal movement with a modern stepper motor. It’s a GT clock that works! :)
Modernize your GT and increase your safety! This kit is the solution for your old school two-piece uncomfortable seat belts. You can convert your old and worn two piece seat belts into a single 3-point seat belt. One kit does one seat. Features smooth, unrestricted movement while buckled in, yet locks up firmly when they need to. Recommended for 1970-1973 GT’s.